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Our Values
• Humanity/Dignity: Every person has the right to
humanity/dignity.
• Equality (Acceptance): We serve all people with equality
(acceptance); independent of gender, sexual orientation,
age, colour, disability, religion and social background.
• Awareness: We are aware of what people need.

Our Vision and Mission
Our Vision

• Passion: We serve the people with passion.

Inspiring creative journeys

• Political consciousness: We encourage people to take
responsibility for their own rights.

Our Mission
The Outreach Foundation offers support and development to
people living in the inner city of Johannesburg – and beyond.
Through skills development and arts enrichment programmes,
the Foundation seeks to inspire creative journeys for all looking
to achieve their full potential.

• Anti-violence: Our behaviour and our language
are peaceful.
• Transparency and integrity.
• Artistic and creative excellence.
• Professionalism.

Our core purpose is
facilitating people to reach
their ful l potential

NGO: Public Benefit Organisations section 18A(1)(a)
Number: PBO 930 011 884
Nonprofit Organisations Act, 1997 (Act 71 of 1997)
Registration number: 041-238 NPO
VAT number: 4530253543
30 Edith Cavell Street, Hillbrow, South Africa
PO Box 17098, Hillbrow 2038
Tel: 011 720 7011
Fax: 011 725 2760
www.facebook.com/outreachfoundation
www.outreachfoundation.co.za
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About this Report
Financial
capital

Converted
into

inspiring creative journeys

Manufactured
capital

through
the use of
the

Intellectual
capital

of our

Human
capital

This report covers the period 1 January –
31 December 2014, and no significant changes
were made in terms of measurement method,
boundary, scope and basis for reporting or the
restatement of information provided in our
integrated report issued for 2013. International
integrated reporting frameworks and standards
such as AA1000, The Global Reporting Initiative
G3.1 and the IIRC International <IR> Framework
were taken into consideration to ensure current
and relevant reporting coverage in line with
international best practice.

The report covers all the operations of the
Outreach Foundation as implemented through its
seven targeted programmes:

Our theme for this report is “Inspiring Creative
Journeys; Inspiring a Vibrant Hillbrow”.

• Dayvision Youth Centre

• Boitumelo
• Hillbrow Computer Centre
• Hillbrow Counselling
• Hillbrow Theatre Project
• Hillbrow Music Centre
• Hillbrow Kids’ Week

The 2014 report tells a story of inspiration,
passion and energy. And the issues underscored
in the report demonstrate exactly that. As in
previous years, the fundamental information on
the Outreach Foundation and its programmes is
included. More detailed information on the
organisation is available at
www.outreachfoundation.co.za. However, in this
year’s report we have also expanded our focus
somewhat. There have been countless highlights
during the reporting period, and we aim to show
how these add value to our main stakeholders.

against the
backdrop
of our

Natural
capital

Our report is an ever-evolving journey of
discovery, and we value all input to advance our
endeavour for continuous improvement.
For any enquiries or information about this report,
please contact the Executive Director,
Thomas Wojciechowski, on 011 720 7011 or
manager@outreachfoundation.co.za.

We focus on the creation of value to our
stakeholders through the six capitals, namely
financial, manufactured, intellectual, human,
natural, and social and relationship capital.
These capitals are integrated into our business
model as can be seen throughout this report.

informed
by/adding
to our

Social and
relationship
capital
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Statement from the Chairperson of the Board of Trustees

We want to enable our
local community to
become independent
personalities and to
identify sustainable
ways of managing
their lives.
Hillbrow has always been at the forefront of social change in
South Africa. Many social issues of South Africa such as HIV/Aids,
women abuse, refugee influx, urbanisation and degradation of
urban environments, drug dealing, prostitution and crime are
concentrated here. Within this context, the Outreach Foundation
offers a sustainable alternative to the local community. The
Outreach Foundation’s overall vision is to INSPIRE CREATIVE
JOURNEYS in our people, which will enable them to find their
place in an environment that is characterised by numerous
socio-economic challenges. More specifically, and in line with this
vision, we wish to inspire a vibrant Hillbrow. We want to enable our
local community to become independent personalities and to
identify sustainable ways of managing their lives.

2014 has been a particularly
rewarding year.
Despite challenges in the external business environment, we have
managed to maintain traction and to devise innovative solutions
to challenges. In particular, our funding situation forced us to think
out of the box. In order to increase our financial sustainability and
foster the identification of beneficiaries with our programmes, we
introduced a marginal programme fee in 2014. These fees differ
among our programmes and the most marginalised people are
exempted from them. Thus, in the year 2014 we could build up a
financial buffer which increases our financial sustainability. Also
ICAP’s and the “Johannesburg Round Table” charity day selected
us for their special fundraising and they will provide us with useful
material and equipment for the facilitation of our work. Apart from
these resource-related developments, 2014 marked an important
shift in our mission statement. Having been a faith-based
organisation, the Outreach Foundation struggled to attract
funding from the corporate and public sector. In addition to that,
we acknowledge that we do not want to be an exclusively
faith-based organisation. At this point, we saw increasing conflicts
with our core values. We want to attract all people regardless of
their spiritual orientation, national identity, their skin colour, gender
or sexual orientation. The Outreach Foundation provides an
inclusive and open place for all.
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One of the highlights has surely been the completion of our new
multi-purpose building. This key creation will make it possible to
implement our programmes more effectively and will also allow for
sustainable growth of our activities. It offers a welcoming space
for community members, and invites them to become engaged
with the Outreach Foundation. See section page 50 for more
detail on this innovative and exciting development.
In the Outreach Foundation programmes we had a number of
highlights during 2014 and I mention but a few: the 10th Inner
City High School Drama Festival, which involved 33 high schools
and 420 learners and was presented under the theme of
“20 Years of Democracy in South Africa”; Boitumelo’s partnering
with Site_Specific on the Jozi Chapter Land Art Event held in the
Emmarentia Botanical Gardens, and many more. Mere ideas thus
became reality on stage and reflected the achievements and
challenges of the democratic South Africa.
The Foundation’s immediate goal for 2015 is to maintain our high
standard of work by focusing on accessing the necessary funding
in a sustainable and systematic manner. This we will do by inter
alia assigning fundraising responsibilities to specific staff
members.
I want to take this opportunity to extend my gratitude to all who
have contributed to the work of the Outreach Foundation: our
dedicated and talented members of staff, who have again shown
commitment to the Outreach Foundation, members of the Board
of Trustees and all the friends of the Outreach Foundation who
have given their time and expertise to us. Last but not least
I thank those organisations and individuals locally and abroad,
who have supported the Outreach Foundation financially.
Together we will continue to inspire creative journeys and
hopefully make a meaningful contribution in the lives of people
who come to us and play a relevant role in transforming the
community of Hillbrow.

Gunnar Bösemann
Chairperson of the Board of Trustees
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Foreword by the Executive Director
The Outreach Foundation was founded in 1999. In this year,
we have been existing for fifteen years. It might be a reason to
celebrate! But should we really celebrate work which supports
people who often do not have a perspective in their lives?
Destroyed families; all kinds of violence, which predominantly
affects children, youth and women – the most vulnerable groups
in our society; high rates of unemployment; homelessness; high
levels of drug consumption; refugees, who left their countries in
hope for a better life. Hillbrow illustrates the challenges facing
South Africa as under a burning glass. Twenty years after the
promise of a better life for all, around 25% of the population
(30% of the younger population in Johannesburg) is still
unemployed. South Africa is one of the most unequal societies in
the world, where the demarcation line of inequality still runs along
racial lines.
It should be the government’s responsibility to create an
environment in which the individual can live safely; people need to
be provided with opportunities. But government leaves substantial
gaps in broadening the scope for individual opportunities.
The engagement of Non-Government Organisations (NGOs) like
the Outreach Foundation is more in demand than ever.
It is our most important aim to invite people to an inspiring
creative journey by supporting them to explore their own and full
potential and to take ownership of their lives. Facilitating this
journey through art and cultural programmes makes us unique.
We provide a safe place for people to discover their skills and
gifts. There is evidence of the success of this approach: learners
and youth who are engaged in arts have generally shown better
results in school. Although acknowledging the importance of arts
in the formation of human capacities, we also want to attend to
specific needs. In order to work on knowledge gaps in certain
subject areas we established cooperation with Wits University in
2014, offering after-school teaching for the participants of our
programmes.
Through Lottery funding we could start our work in the new
recreation centre last year, which hosts the computer school,
the youth centre and a studio for dance and ballet. The new
recreation centre not only provides space for our important
activities but quickly became an architectural landmark in Hillbrow
and beyond. The innovative steel construction – built with only
modest financial resources – received the Second South African
Award for Steel Construction. Moreover, various housing

It is our most important aim to invite people to an inspiring
creative journey by supporting them to explore their own and
ful l potential and to take ownership of their lives.
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2014 has been a year where
our achievements outweighed
the chal lenges we face as an
organisation and as a part of
Hil l brow.
companies in Hillbrow funded the open-air performance deck of
the recreation centre. This generous gesture reflects a strong
relation with the stakeholders in the neighbourhood and unites us
in the objective to uplift Hillbrow. We want to go beyond charity
through our reciprocal involvement with various stakeholders and
beneficiaries. Over the last 10 years, Hillbrow has become a place
to stay instead of being a destination for short-term stopovers. In
particular, we are working closely together with the neighbourhood organisation eKhaya. What can we do together for a better
Hillbrow? How can we bring people together to make Hillbrow not
only a place to stay, but to also call it home (eKhaya)?
Our ongoing dedicated work has not remained unnoticed. The
Nan Hua Temple (supported by Buddha Light International
Association – Johannesburg) was impressed by what we try to
achieve in Hillbrow. Nan Hua thus supported our computer school
with ten new computers and also provided funding for a teacher.
Due to this additional support, we could expand our teaching
capacities in 2014. While the school provided IT skills training for
280 people in 2013, an increased number of 360 people could
benefit from the school’s services in 2014.
There are also some points worthy of note regarding the
governance structure of the Outreach Foundation. In 2013,
we determined the specific responsibilities of the programme
managers and also increased their stake in the overall
management of the Foundation: the programme managers
together with the Executive Director run the Foundation. This new
mode of governance became further established in 2014. A more
recent change was the introduction of joint staff meetings on a
monthly basis. These forums provide the ground for sharing
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information, discussing decisions and also create a space for
innovative thinking and new programmatic approaches. The last
year also marked the introduction of a more sophisticated
monitoring and evaluation system. A major workshop was
conducted with the programme directors to develop programme
specific performance indicators. Progress on targets is monitored
among all programme directors on a monthly base. The structure
of our Board also changed at the end of 2014. Three Board
members dropped out due to changing professional
responsibilities. This change in the composition of our Board
provides the opportunity to create a more diverse Board in the
future. We want to increase the gender balance and the diversity
of professional portfolios among the Board members. Our efforts
to comply with equity standards are also reflected in the
application process for a B-BBEE certificate in 2015.
In 2015 we will strive to keep up our high standards of services
provided through our programmes. The creation of a sustainable
and foreseeable funding situation remains our core challenge. The
competition among NGOs for funding is becoming more and
more severe. Through making our impacts more transparent and
visible we try to attract further funding. In this regard, an external
performance evaluation planned for 2015 plays an important role
in establishing an objective assessment of our achievements. To
tackle the challenge of limited funding, we will also delegate
personnel explicitly to fundraising. A further task for 2015 will be
the upgrade of the counselling department with new facilities. We
hope to attract different funders for this purpose.
2014 has been a year where our achievements outweighed the
challenges we face as an organisation and as a part of Hillbrow.
I would like to express my gratitude to all our funders and donors.
I would like to express my thanks to Karien Gerber for co-writing
and editing the report and to Lauren Stirling and Lebogang
Motaung from Greymatter & Finch for the design and layout.
Finally, our work would never be possible without the dedication
and passion of our staff and volunteers. They are at the heart of
the Foundation and pave the way for our beneficiaries to
undertake their creative journeys.

Thomas Wojciechowski
Executive Director
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Who are we? The Outreach Team
The programme managers, the Financial Officer and the Executive Director constitute the Exco Team. They carry out the instructions of
the Board to ensure that the daily work is performed in line with the strategies and the budget and present an annual operational plan to
the Board.
The Executive Director has the following main responsibilities:
• Designs policies
• Prepares and forwards all reports and audits
• Ensures that the Foundation operates within the legal regulations as an acknowledged Non-profit and Public Benefit Organisation at
all times
Our Admin staff design and implement structures within which the programmes operate. In collaboration with the project coordinators
the Finance Department ensures that expenses and income are recorded and remain within the assigned budget.

Outreach Foundation
Board of Trustees

Executive Director (ED)

Executive Team (Exco)

Finance/Admin
Management
/ED

Creative
Director
(Boitumelo)

Admin Staff,
Driver,
Maintenance,
Volunteers
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Governance
Governance of the Outreach Foundation is overseen by a Board of Trustees that meets four times a year. The Board is responsible for
the macro-framework of the Foundation and ensures that decisions are implemented and adhered to. The Board, together with the
programme managers, runs the organisation.
The Executive Team meets once a month to reflect on the operations and to develop strategies.
The Board has remained unchanged since last year, and comprises individuals qualified in various specialised fields relevant to the work
of the Foundation, adding great value to our strategic direction and operations.

Gunnar Bösemann
Chairperson, Pastor

Phuti Thage
Deputy Chair, Accountant

Horst Müller
Bishop ELCSA (N-T)

Ndanganeni Phaswana
Bishop ELCSA-CD

Dr Lutz Ackermann
Secretary, Pastor

Francois Pienaar
Treasurer, Accountant

Felix Scheder-Bieschin
Private Sector

Shayda Vance
Lawyer

Image by eimage
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Our Strategy
The overall goal of the Outreach Foundation remains clear: “To develop artistic and creative excellence within the programmes”.
In line with our policy of remaining a relevant and vibrant organisation, our strategy for next year will focus on achieving the following
objectives:
1. Improve our fundraising strategy
2. Construct a counselling centre and appoint a female counsellor (with financial support from Germany)
3. Evaluate the outcomes and impacts of all programmes (this will be done by an external consultant)
4. Improve our collaboration with NGOs and corporates
The individual programmes are encouraged to develop their own objectives that are aligned with this overarching strategy.

Inspiration through targeted programmes
Outreach Foundation’s vision is realised by means of seven innovative programmes, with the common theme of providing education
through arts and craft.
Boitumelo: http://www.outreachfoundation.co.za/index.php/programmes/boitumelo/about-boitumelo

Hillbrow Computer Centre: http://www.outreachfoundation.co.za/index.php/programmes/computer-centre/about-the-computer-centre

Hillbrow Counselling: http://www.outreachfoundation.co.za/index.php/programmes/counselling/about-counselling
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Hillbrow Theatre Project: http://www.outreachfoundation.co.za/index.php/programmes/hillbrow-theatre/about-the-hillbrow-theatre

Hillbrow Music Centre: http://www.outreachfoundation.co.za/index.php/programmes/music-centre/about-the-music-centre

Hillbrow Kids’ Week: http://www.outreachfoundation.co.za/index.php/programmes/kid-s-week/about-kids-week

Dayvision Youth Centre: http://www.outreachfoundation.co.za/index.php/programmes/youth-centre/about-the-youth-centre

These programmes form the building blocks of a coherent business model that enables Outreach Foundation to maximise its impact in
the Hillbrow community.
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Inputs

Activities and outputs

Business model
At the core of the organisation is its business model, which
draws on the various capitals as inputs and, through its
business activities, converts them to outputs. Outreach
Foundation’s activities and its outputs lead to outcomes in
terms of effects on the capitals. The capacity of the business
model to adapt to changes (e.g., in the availability, quality
and affordability of inputs) can affect the organisation’s
longer-term viability.

Financial capital
• Increased through: fundraising
via a pool of local and international
donors, varying from ad hoc to regular
donations; rental income and income
generated from projects

Boitumelo
Hillbrow Music Centre
Experienced and qualified music
teachers teach students a variety
of instruments. Examinations from
accredited institutions are on offer.
Workshops, inter school music
events and camps are hosted to
encourage a sense of community and
togetherness.
Outputs
• Performance skills
• Teamwork
• Empathy
• Self-worth through achievement
• Income generation

• Decreased through: payment of
salaries, purchasing of materials and
equipment, catering and transport costs

Boitumelo creates hand-made
products and artwork that reflects
history and social change, is socially
relevant and portrays the individual
artist’s insight, hopes and dreams.
Constant training for our students,
workshops, awareness campaigns
and exhibitions.
Outputs
• Income generation
• Family support
• Skills development
• Empathy

Manufactured capital
• Outreach is a service organisation
• Outreach owns musical and theatre
equipment, computers and vehicles
which enable the programmes to
produce outputs

development
programmes

Intellectual capital
• The staff at Outreach have a range of
skills and qualifications which enable
them to best run the programmes and
service the community
Human capital
• Board competencies
• Leveraging the human capital of
facilitators, participants and alumni
Natural capital
• In collaboration with other partners,
Outreach endeavours to improve the
local physical environment of Hillbrow
Social and relationship capital
• Increasing social and relationship capital
is core to the mission of the Outreach
Foundation
•Credibility in the community is an enabler
of successful programmes resulting in
community upliftment
• Participants are taken through a process
of care
• Partnership with long-term funders
is critical
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Hillbrow Theatre Project

Hillbrow Computer Centre

The Hillbrow Theatre Project is
located in the Hillbrow Theatre
Community Centre. In the
mornings the theatre is made
available to youth development
theatre groups to practise their
craft and develop plays in the
various spaces.

The Hillbrow Computer Centre
offers computer literacy classes and
support to youth and adults enabling
them to use technology to research
and apply for job opportunities. This
enables them to engage positively in
future work spaces and empowers
individuals to help themselves.

Outputs

Outputs

• Performance skills

• Computer skills development

• Team-building skills

• Self-esteem

• Research skills

• Income generation

• Confidence building

• Effective job hunting skills
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Outcomes

Hillbrow Counselling
Counselling services include crisis
counselling, emotional support and trauma
debriefing, family mediation and support,
drugs and substance abuse intervention,
establishing and managing support groups as
well as parent and child intervention.

Mission statement
The Outreach Foundation offers support
and development to people living in the
inner city of Johannesburg and beyond.
Through skills development and arts
enrichment programmes, the Foundation
seeks to inspire creative journeys for all
looking to achieve their full potential.

Outputs
Model of intervention Continuum of care:
Intake

Intervention

Upliftment of Hillbrow’s
Exit

Follow up

• People/families

• Increased self-awareness
• Family unification

• Environment

• Individual development

Enrichment
Addressing social inequality

support
programmes
Impact
Through our programmes,
Outreach Foundation would like
to see the following impacts:
• Increased employability of
community members
• Stable family structures

Hillbrow Kids’ Week

Day Vision Youth Centre

Three times a year, a full week of activities
is provided to 400 children aged between
six and 13 years old, led by 80 trained
volunteers. The children engage in fun,
social, recreational and educational
activities.

The Youth Centre offers young
people exciting programmes
where they can engage with
their peers and youth leaders to
develop their skills and mental
capacities using interactive and
educational games.

• A safer community
• Individuals with increased selfworth and outlook

For volunteers
• Child care skills

Output

• Organisational skills

• Increased academic
performance

• Leadership skills

• Study and research skills

For the participants (kids)

• Increased self-esteem

• Healthy lifestyle skills

• Relationship building

• Career guidance

• Career guidance

• Positive space to learn/explore

• General skills development
•L
 eadership skills for facilitators
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Guiding The Journey:
Our Material Issues

Identity
A clear understanding of the
overall purpose, and the
direction of the organisation.

Fol lowing a further
refining of the issues
identified during the
previous reporting
period, we have singled
out the fol lowing
eight aspects as
being material to
our business model’s
ongoing success.

Human resources policy
A clearly established structure is
essential to provide staff with
security and clear responsibility.

Management, policies and systems
and internal communication
A notable management presence, strongly
defined policies and systems, structure and clear
communication from management as well as
communication in and among project coordinators
will create clear lines of communication, isolation of
responsibility, and standard for actions with regard
to procedures.
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Funding

Strategy implementation

Our financial capital received
from large organisations as
well as individual donations
without which we would
not exist.

A new organisational strategy
has been developed and is
currently being implemented.

Community benefit, relevant
projects, stakeholder
engagement, social context,
and education and
empowerment

outreach
foundation

Relating to the effectiveness of
the Foundation in the community
and our intellectual, social and
relationship capital.

Performance
measurement

External partnerships
with other organisations
in the community

Reviews of the
organisation’s progress,
procedures, and shortfalls
will aid decision making,
strategy and planning.
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allow the organisation to
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Our Donors: Turning Imagination Into Action
Without our donors, it will quite simply be impossible to do our work or to have any impact on the Hillbrow community. Our donors
provide us with the means to act upon our creative inspiration by enabling us to execute our projects.

Funding received (R)
Corporate

901 886

Foreign donors

2 695 444

Government

90 000

2014

109 053

Individuals

650 740

NLDTF

757 077

Project income
Total

5 204 200

Funding spent (R)

2014

731 820

Admin

Youth/kids

497 429

731 381

Boitumelo

Counselling

302 989

Theatre

HTCC

693 329

691 482

Music

Building

350 000

182 149

Computer

Total

1 023 621

5 204 200

We express our gratitude to our main donors and partners
for their support :
Mac Shipping

RMB South Africa

City of Johannesburg

National Lotteries Board

Evangelisch-lutherisches Missionswerk in
Niedersachen (ELM), Germany

Evangelisches
Werk für Diakonie
und Entwicklung,
Germany
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Our Creative Team
Our competent and dedicated employees create a space in which beneficiaries can prosper and in which vibrant communities are built.
We currently have a total of 33 paid employees, in addition to 65 volunteers. Our aim is to always attract and retain skilled staff who
represent a balance in terms of race and gender, reflecting the demographics of the community in which we work.
None of our staff members have resigned and there have been no new appointments during the reporting period.

Full-time staff: Race

Part-time staff: Race

3

5
White
Black and coloured
Black

14

11

Full-time staff: Gender

6

Part-time staff: Gender

Male

8

9

10

Female

Exco: Race

Exco: Gender

29

White
50

%

Black and coloured

50

%

Female

71

Male
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Creative Collaborations: Our Stakeholders
Our stakeholders are the ultimate reason for our existence and the sole motivation for our programmes and activities. To ensure that our
work stays relevant and adds value to our stakeholders, we regard regular stakeholder engagement as a crucial element of our business
model.
During 2014 continuous stakeholder engagement was effected on an ad hoc basis as required by each programme. The programmes
independently identified their respective internal and external stakeholders and ensured that relationships were managed on an ongoing
basis.
Our goal for 2015 is to design and implement more robust, cohesive and systematic stakeholder engagement systems in all areas of our
work, thereby enabling us to track value-creation effectively over time.
The most significant discussion was held with eKhaya regarding the question to uplift Hillbrow. As outcome of this discussion the
property owners in Hillbrow, which are part of eKhaya, funded our open-air performance deck. Engagement with all our stakeholders will
be held in 2015 as part of our evaluation.

Outreach Foundation Stakeholder Map 2014
Lutheran Church
Government

Local Community
Beneficiaries

NGO partners

Donors: Corporate
church and individual

Media

Board of Trustees

Suppliers

Trade associations

Volunteers
Outreach
Foundation
stakeholder
map 2014

Staff

Customers

Internal stakeholders
External stakeholders
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The Programmes

Boitumelo
Inspiring a vibrant Hill brow ... Inspiring creative journeys –
stitching our lives together
Boitumelo is a project that has many success stories to tell
and has offered training and creative interventions since
2001. Boitumelo aims not to force crafters into a
pre-selected style of artwork. The participants of
Boitumelo are exposed, not only to various skills and
techniques, but also encouraged to find their own style of
product development and artwork. Participants are given
the opportunities to be part of relevant income-generating,
craft creations and high-end art exhibitions.
Boitumelo acts as a provisional home for those who need
creative guidance in the city. The project offers a space for
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Boitumelo

Hillbrow
Computer
Centre

Hillbrow
Counselling

Hillbrow
Theatre Project

Hillbrow Music
Centre

youth and wo(men) to find a voice for their social, financial,
emotional and personal anxieties through a creative
medium. Boitumelo offers a space in which people are
capable of learning life-skills and creative techniques while
generating income for both themselves and Boitumelo.
The central aim of Boitumelo is arts education. This
overarching aim encompasses all the smaller objectives
that motivate Boitumelo on a daily basis.
For more detail on Boitumelo’s objectives, see
http://www.outreachfoundation.co.za/index.php/
programmes/boitumelo/about-boitumelo
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Boitumelo continued

Images by Erica Lüttich

Adding value to our main stakeholders
Outreach Foundation

• Boitumelo’s clients, partners and collaborations visibly support the branding and marketing of the
Outreach Foundation.

Hillbrow community

• Provison of free skills and training offers participants the opportunity to find further education or
possible employment. Many students need a ‘gap’ year to create a portfolio of work to secure a
space in furthering their education and also to find a bursary. These are possibilities explored and
supported by Boitumelo.

• Make Hillbrow safe for families, offer recreation and creative possibilities to find better own solutions
to family and personal complexities.

• Restore families and create a sense of cohesion in and around the home.
• FirstRand/RMB offered training in a partnership liaison. Boitumelo created 12 wall hangings that are

Donors

displayed in their main office in Johannesburg and four regional offices. This is a reminder to the
1 000 staff members of their intentions and creative commitment to their corporate. For the crafters
and students at Boitumelo the partnership offered the opportunity of attending the conferences,
learning new skills, and exploring new creative techniques, transforming a hand-written message
into an artwork.

• The partnership with Site_Specific offers both organisations the possibility of exploring new
interventions into the land as well as providing education and collaborative training opportunities.
Both events at Emmarentia Dam explored nature, culture and people and the interaction with the
public enhances skills, levels of awareness and own commitment to the environment.

• The Site_Specific partnership includes the skills training in the Bitou Municipality in the Western
Cape as well as the geoglyph (earth drawings) projects with the completion of the first geoglyph in
Matjiesfontein.
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Boitumelo continued
Building on past achievements – Highlight!
Leadership
Boitumelo has recently gone through various complex communication and work-related issues and one of the results has been to
encourage each of the facilitators to accept responsibilities for the student numbers, training and income-generating activities. Included
are teaching specific outcomes, setting their own targets and reporting on these targets monthly. This was also a direct result of the
Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation Workshop that was attended by leadership of Boitumelo since 2013 and 2014.

Innovative interaction with material issues
Identity
Boitumelo has had to re-evaluate its leadership identity during 2014. The importance of clear lines of responsibilities,
and specific outcomes was emphasised.

Funding
Boitumelo relies on income-generating activities to facilitate learning, skills exchange and working on exciting new
projects. The main partners in 2014 were FirstRand, Orange Babies and TRACE who commissioned and collaborated
with Boitumelo on several artworks. Main funders are Rand Merchant Bank and Brot für die Welt. We receive wonderful
donations from the Jewish Women’s Benevolent Association and Jocasta Meerveldt from Curtain Drops and Fabric
Library donated specialised designer fabric. MAID from London sponsored the workshops in the Bitou Community.
Clement Gold sponsored the workshops in Matjiesfontein.

Strategy implementation
The implementation has been slow and requires much attention in 2015.

Community benefit, relevant projects, stakeholder engagement, social context, education and empowerment
Boitumelo has effectively interacted with people living in Hillbrow, Johannesburg and Gauteng. Through the partnership
with Site_Specific Boitumelo has worked in the Bitou Community and Matjiesfontein in the Karoo. This extends our
footprint and collaborations with other organisations.

External partnerships with other organisations in the community
Boitumelo has worked thoroughly with various partners such as TRACE, Gordon Froud in partnership with University of
Johannesburg, Site_Specific in Bitou and Matjiesfontein and Rand Merchant Bank. These partnerships teach many
skills and cultivate excellent relationships.

Performance measurement
The Performance measurement of Effectiveness (PME) tools will enable us to measure and quantify results, therefore
we will be more focused on specific outcomes.

Management, policies and systems and internal communication
Boitumelo continues to strive towards strengthening leadership structures and cohesion.

Human resources policy
As a project that is part of the Outreach Foundation, we subscribe to their human resources policy. Communication is a
vital component of this structure and needs further consideration.
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case study
Boipatong
TRACE is an association specialising in addressing the
importance of commemorating and protecting history in
South Africa. TRACE requested the assistance of
Boitumelo in managing a project at the Boipatong
Memorial in order to engage the community of Boipatong
on the subject of the massacre of June 1992 that left the
community divided and traumatised.
The initiative that began in Boipatong during 2012 was an expression of the need to deal with the
emotional trauma of this massacre and restore some of the community spirit that has been lost due to
this event. Despite 20 years of democracy this community has not had sufficient opportunity to deal
with the loss of family members and loss of faith.
This project that Boitumelo conducted is one of intensive skills transfer, combined with guided
exploration of the feelings, complexities of emotions and anger. The attempt to offer some form of
self-exploration and the ability to find closure was a journey strewn with many complex issues. The
participants initially numbered 112, and grew to over 130. From this group a core group of 13 crafters
were selected and 16 knitters also volunteered their time. The selection process was managed by the
community members themselves.
Some of the roller-coaster events included the following:
The organisation responsible for contracting Boitumelo for the Boipatong Project, TRACE, has
struggled to receive payment from the Department of Arts, Culture and Heritage; thus the Boipatong
project was put on hold. Recently this deadlock was resolved and payment made. The Boipatong
project will proceed with new deadlines, which will be clarified in the coming weeks.
On 20 September we received an urgent call to complete and install the completed artworks for the
official opening of the Boipatong Memorial. On 23 September there was a ‘lock-down’ of the building
by some contractors who have not received payment.
We are nearing completion of the work in Boipatong, despite the complexities and concerns around the
Memorial. Our Exco team visited the Memorial and interacted with the embroidery and knitting team.
This engagement was welcomed by Boitumelo as it was the first time that Exco have been able to
interact with the Boipatong group and understand the emotional baggage of this project.
Currently the project is on hold again due to conflict
regarding the usage of the Memorial Building.
Orange Babies
An association called Orange Babies activated this project
initiated in Lehae outside Soweto. This is a Dutch NGO
that has been launched in South Africa specifically aiding
HIV/AIDS affected mothers and children.
Boitumelo was commissioned to work on a project with a
group of pregnant women in Lehae to address the concept
of ‘A dream for my baby’. This resulted in a series of
workshops, which Boitumelo conducted working with the women, teaching and sharing skills and
providing a visual representation of their hopes for their unborn children.
The final piece of artwork created from these workshops was a quilt entitled ‘A dream for my baby’ and
has been auctioned off by Orange Babies in order to raise funds for the their project in Lehae.
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case study
Hands Up! Conference
A large number of staff members of FirstRand have
recently been merged into the Rand Merchant Bank family.
In order to make this merger a success, FirstRand and
Rand Merchant Bank commissioned Boitumelo to create a
wall hanging incorporating hand-made works of the new
staff. This initiative required Boitumelo to provide over
1 000 inspiration art packs for the Hands Up! Conference
in order to evoke creativity from the participants, which was then to be embroidered and quilted by the
Boitumelo crafters into a wall hanging representing the new chapter of these FirstRand staff members.
Boitumelo was invited by Rand Merchant Bank to attend the Joburg leg of this conference and
speakers such as Hannelie Prinsloo, a free diver record holder from I AM WATER and Allen Pullenger,
CEO of Rand Merchant Bank, inspired Boitumelo participants on topics of leadership and
environmental issues.
The above income-generating opportunities have given Boitumelo incredible financial security for the
year 2014/2015.
Jozi Chapters, Land Art Botanical Gardens Emmarentia
In April, Boitumelo partnered with Site_Specific on the Jozi Chapter Land Art Event held in the
Emmarentia Botanical Gardens. Various invited artists created Land Art that was non-invasive and
environmentally sensitive. Boitumelo elected to display the crocheted spider webs among the trees.
This artwork opened discussions around the man-nature crisis about the homes we destroy.
Boitumelo students used strips of orange fabric to weave into the fences within the garden to display
where the exhibition was located and raise awareness around man-made fences.
On the Friday before the opening of the exhibition Sibusiwe’s Theatre Group were kind enough to
re-enact performances in a forested space while wearing the Red Riding Hood cloaks. The
performance together with Chick Eljoy created public awareness and interaction.
At the opening of the event over 400 people attended and media coverage appeared in the Northcliff
Times and, Rosebank Gazette, and on Facebook.
Boitumelo partnered with Site_Specific on the second Jozi Chapters Land Art Event hosted at the
Emmarentia Dam in October. During the week prior to the event we worked on creating origami flowers
made from books on fauna and flora. These flowers were placed in a meadow in the park. During the
actual week we recreated an artwork using mealies to create the words ‘When the belly is full the brain
can think’ based on an artwork at the Standard Bank Gallery called ‘Exact Imagination 300 years’.
Valli Moosa, chairperson of the World Wildlife Fund, opened the event with a speech remarking on the
value of creativity and nature. The Jozi Chapters exhibition is an opportunity for students to engage
with various artists from all over South Africa and the environment in a meaningful way.
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case study
South African Fashion Week
We created several knitted garments for the fashion range
‘Clive’ for Clive Rundle. A film version of the fashion show
was posted on YouTube, which the students have
watched repeatedly to see their hand-knitted garments.
This design series has been extremely beneficial for the
knitters, as they have learnt a range of new skills as well
as fostering a huge sense of achievement for this
prestigious fashion designer.
Joburg Art Fair
Artist Usha Seejarim created seven humanoid steel
structures and collaborated with Boitumelo to create
colourful knitted coverings for these sculptures.
These structures were exhibited in the Maboneng Art Fair
in the streets of Doornfontein during the Joburg Art Event
in July/August and subsequently were requested by the
Bamboo Gallery in Melville for an exhibition during
October.

Images by Erica Lüttich

One of the sculptures is a bicycle that was parked in the bicycle rack in Fox Street and many people
responded to the artwork and shared their comments with us on Facebook. Outside the Boxing Gym in
Fox Street the ‘boxer’ was positioned in front of a punching bag in reference to Nelson Mandela who
loved boxing as a young man.
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testimony
Thandekile Noluvuyo Mke
Thandi is one of the most recent additions to
the Boitumelo Facilitators Team. She currently
works one day a week with the team and has
proved to be not only fastidious and creative
but kind and enthusiastic as well.
My name is Thandekile Noluvuyo Mke
I was born 24/12/1985 in Johannesburg hospital. I passed
my matric in 2003 from Mangelengele Senior Secondary
School in the Eastern Cape. I came to Boitumelo because of my aunt who heard about the project through her
friend at church. At Boitumelo I learned how to use the sewing machine. I learned how to hand-sew, embroider
and knit. My best experience has been when I worked in Plettenberg Bay doing Land Art in 2013. We went as
a team to teach people new skills but I also learned new skills that I did not expect. I learnt how to make a
mermaid out of the branches of the trees. We taught the other projects how to knit and it was good to network
with other projects.
In 2014 I was doing the Land Art in Emmarentia Botanical Gardens. We knitted a cloak together of many
materials and colours. I was wearing the cloak to do a performance for the children and people in the park.
I received training to become an assistant facilitator and this helped me to earn some money and to learn new
skills. Working in Boipatong taught me the difficulty of working with other projects. Sometimes my heart was
feeling worried for the people and all the difficult stories that they have experienced. But we keep working and try
to finish the tree. The ladies knitted three beautiful blankets that made us happy.
I am excited about the new projects this year and working on the new training programme.

Pauline Nemvuma
Pauline Nemvuma is a young student who joined the project in 2014. Her outer shell
appears to be one of a subdued nature but she easily surprised us with an incredible
natural ability as well as a remarkable work ethic. She is constantly willing to learn and has
proved this through her ability to learn the spirit of Boitumelo.
I was born on 12/04/1996 in Zimbabwe, my father’s name is Peresu Nemvuma, my mother’s name is Mary
Nemvuma. I have passed Grade 6. I have been motivated by sister Andiswa, she is a social worker where I am
living. She told me to come to the project so that I can learn skills.
At Boitumelo I have learnt how to use the sewing machine, how to embroider by hand and how to knit. I like the
embroidery but the knitting is the very nice thing for me to do, I can do it at home and at night. My good memory
is of when I went to Sandton, it was so exciting to see many new things. We went to the Rand Merchant Bank
Hands Up! Convention. We heard many people talk and many people came to see our work. We had to do over
1000 embroideries with the messages from all the people. It was a lot of work, but I completed nearly 66
embroidered messages.
Also working with the designer Clive Rundle to knit skirts and scarves. Many days we knitted together with Mama
Winnie. We made lots of scarves from the fabric that made me sneeze. But we knitted also skirts and mixing the
colours. I could see our work on the television, the people were wearing my skirts, also my scarves. It made me
smile and laugh, feeling that someone can see my work.
I am proud of working with other projects. I did learn a lot from Boitumelo.
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The Programmes continued

Hill brow
C omputer
Centre
Inspiring a vibrant Hill brow ... Inspiring creative journeys –
through tuition
The Computer Centre is not just a training centre. We are
a facility FOR our community and located at the heart of
our community. We are not just about computer skills
development; we build character. The way we implement
or conduct our classes is meant to develop individuals and
allow them to take charge of their journeys. We see

ourselves as a big support factor when it comes to
activating these journeys; we are a part of a positive story
that grows out of these journeys. Being part of and
witnessing the transformation of individuals throughout the
course is most exciting.

Adding value to our main stakeholders
Outreach Foundation

• We are a great social component that expands Outreach Foundation’s offering to the community.
• Our large number of participants significantly increases Outreach Foundation’s footprint and
visibility. This is also echoed by the fact that over 70% of our participants are referrals from previous
students.

Hillbrow community

• We offer necessary and useful skills development that is required in a workplace, thereby offering an
opportunity to create an improved job market profile.
• We are visible and accessible, and everyone in the community stands to benefit from our existence.
• We are well established, have a proven record of success stories and have shown that we can be
trusted.

Donors
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• Through our structured programmes, good reputation and proven success in our community we
provide donors with value and the assurance that their investment does what it is meant to do –
inspiring journeys!
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Hillbrow Computer Centre continued
Building on past achievements – Highlight!
Leadership
Moving to the new Computer Centre that is far more visible and accessible has raised the centre’s profile. By means of this development
we have managed to reach even more people than before.

Innovative interaction with material issues
Identity
We implement our course in alignment with Outreach Foundation’s vision and mission. We use digital skills to inspire
journeys.

Funding
We acknowledge with gratitude our main donors and Bread for the World.

Strategy implementation
We operate within the approved budget, set and agreed upon time for events so there may not be duplication or
conflict of dates with other Outreach programmes. Our strategy as the Computer Centre includes working together
with other programmes of the Outreach Foundation.

Community benefit, relevant projects, stakeholder engagement, social context and education & empowerment
Through the response from the community and a survey we conduct at the beginning of each term, we are able to
gauge the need for the skills training we offer.

External partnerships with other organisations in the community
In 2013, we have partnered with the following collaborators:
• Nan Hua Academy (sponsored by Buddha Light International Association), which resulted in us being able to employ
a full-time facilitator whose salary is paid by the Nan-Hua Academy.
• Wits Reproductive Health Institute for a community cyber café with internet facilities.
• *ExecuPrime Academy, who sponsored a facilitator assisting us from July to December 2014.

Performance measurement
We are working on and have implemented a monitoring system that will advise us on how we are performing and
inform future decision making.

Management, policies & systems and internal communication
There is a clear understanding on what is required from the team as well as constant communication between
members so as to allow a free environment. Systems regarding operational issues and safety and policy on the centre’s
hardware have also been clarified.

Human resources policy
We have a clear and established structure and a facilitator who understands the structure. We have a sign-in and -out
policy and keep records.
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testimony
Mthunzi Sethole
Mthunzi is a 20 year old young man from Katlehong, who finished his matric in 2012. He
was concerned about the fact that he had nothing to do and opted to up skill himself with
computer skills. Through his sister, who was a student in the Computer Centre in 2010, he
enrolled in the centre. He attended the Basic Computer Skills course from February to April
2014. From then onwards he has been attending practice sessions to refresh his
knowledge and actively participated in all the workshops we offered during 2014.
On 8 March 2015 he fortunately made a breakthrough when a company called Annex
Logistics was impressed with his abilities and he is now employed as a tracker. He has
been offered a full-time job and was even offered a laptop to be able to work at home.
He says he attributes all his progress to the centre as it is the knowledge and the
certificate that gave him the necessary belief and hope to be persistent in applying
for job opportunities.
“…I didn’t believe in myself but through the support I received from everyone…when I look at my work now,
I always thank God who led me to this place, now I have found my true self.”
…now I have learnt that knowledge is the best and safest treasure to acquire…(” – Ademola Arowola (2014
Design student & October 2014 intake Basic Computer Skills student)”

Chadwin Carolus
Chadwin is 27 years old from Eldorado Park. He heard about us through a partnership we
have with NYDA (National Youth Development Agency). He enrolled and completed the
course with us in 2014. After this training intervention, he constantly visited the centre,
referring people and attending workshops as he continued to improve his skills.
He is now employed by Media24 (Sandton) as a receptionist and has communication with
the centre by regular updates about his progress in his career.
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The Programmes continued

Hill brow
C ounselling
Inspiring a vibrant Hill brow ... Inspiring creative journeys –
through guidance
The Outreach Foundation’s Counselling Centre follows an
open door policy, and anybody in the community is
welcome to visit us for guidance and assistance.

The trust and nurturing relationship we have established
with families in Hillbrow over the past four years has been
a major building block in our vision of creating a safe
space and a secure community.

Adding value to our main stakeholders
Outreach Foundation

• Help to develop the integrity and emotional value of the organisation in the community.
• Provide support to the staff of the Outreach Foundation.

Hillbrow community

• Provide a physical and emotional safe space to the community to talk about their problems.
• We are a strong link of trust, integrity and credibility to the community.
• We ultimately provide and facilitate a process of care in the lives of the families in the community of
Hillbrow.

Donors
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• Our positive presence and impact in the community accounts for donor funding and goods in kind
received effectively distributed in the community.
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Hillbrow Counselling continued
Building on past achievements – Highlight!
Due to the low success rate of young people who are addicted to
drugs and substance abuse in treatment centres, we have
established a pre-treatment initiative, which is community-based
and holistic. It is characterised by a strong focus on family
reunification and support and also includes local government.
Through this we have achieved the following:
• Strengthening of the family structure
• Training of community members as peer educators
• Regular drug hotspot visits (becoming more visible and known
amongst vulnerable school kids and marginalised groups like
the homeless, street children, sex workers, etc.)

• A high intake to local treatment centres (though unfortunately
not yet a high success rate)
• Creating an open space for single mothers to talk, share their
experiences and be informed about crucial issues
This initiative has also led us to understand that drug abuse is a
secondary effect of a non-existing primary care focus in the
community. In response, we moved to implement more primary
basic care initiatives focusing on training, prevention talks,
community campaigns and support group sessions.

Innovative interaction with material issues
Identity
2014 was a defining year in terms of becoming relevant to the needs of the Hillbrow community for counselling.

Funding
We acknowledge with gratitude our main donors, Bread for the World and ELM.

Strategy implementation
We are guided by our three key objectives:
• Community campaigns
• Individual counselling
• Community help desk

Community benefit, relevant projects, stakeholder engagement, social context, education and empowerment
The counselling we provide is practical and hands on, and addresses pertinent social issues in the community. Effective
social engagement takes place through community forums and making the most of existing networks.

External partnerships with other organisations in the community
2014 was characterised by increasing our profile in the community not just amongst beneficiaries, but also amongst
government and official stakeholders.

Performance measurement
Daily assessment forms and attendance registers are used to record data. We keep record of our daily intake
programme and are also looking at ways of measuring our key outcomes.

Management, policies & systems and internal communication
Our key policy focuses on confidentiality and the basic house rules that govern our help desk.

Human resources policy
The Basic Condition of Employment policy serves as a contractual agreement between counselling staff and the
employer.
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testimony
I was born in Johannesburg. I served my country for eight years as a special forces now
commissioned officer. During that time I fought in Angola, SWA (Namibia); during that
conflict I won the country’s highest award, The Southern Cross in gold. I started drinking to
excess as well as smoking dagga. I also lost friends at this time. When I returned to SA I
was deployed in the townships. I was Chief Interrogator, this was when I started to use
hard drugs in an effort to forget what I was doing, and so I became addicted to both drugs
and alcohol.
When I was put in contact with the Outreach Foundation I was given a lot of help by the
counsellors (Jonathan and Johan), they supported me with always staying positive and to
be able to realise that I had to look for forgiveness within myself.
When I was feeling down, they always made me feel better about myself. And they did not
judge me but rather helped me to see the bigger picture and they were always willing to
hear me out. For this I am extremely grateful and would never be able to pay them back for
this. Johan, as a counsellor is second to none. I thank everyone at the Outreach
Foundation and Lutheran Church from the bottom of my heart. Without them I would have
never been able to start my recovery.
Once more I thank you all for making this possible.
(Counsellor beneficiary)
“During one year of work with Johan, I definitely learned more than I was able to give. I saw people suffering of
hunger, homelessness and drug addiction. Many people shared their stories with me. Through all these
experiences we created a vision of a place that differs from all social institutes, a place where everybody is
welcome, a place without any boundaries, a place to recharge, a place of hope.”
Jakob Paul, 2014 ELM Volunteer from Germany
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The Programmes continued

Hill brow
Theatre
Project
Inspiring a vibrant Hill brow ... Inspiring creative journeys –
through the performing arts
The Hillbrow Theatre provides a safe communal space
where children and youth can explore, discover and play in
the afternoons and on Saturdays. Many of our participants
speak to how the Project has benefited them in creating a

safe space where the group becomes a secondary family.
They have gained confidence to make better choices at
school and beyond.

Adding value to our main stakeholders
Outreach Foundation

• The Hillbrow Theatre Project has raised the profile of the Outreach Foundation and has created
new audiences.

Hillbrow community

• We have created meaningful partnerships with organisations (MES, Constitution Hill Education
Project, Drama For Life, The House Group) based in Hillbrow and beyond to support the
development and growth of Hillbrow.

Donors
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Hillbrow Theatre Project continued
Building on past achievements – Highlight!
Opening of our new Dance Studio

Launching the Hillbow Theatre Bioscope

In July, we launched our beautiful new Dance Studio, with its
18m2 of sprung floor offering a safe, bright, airy environment
where children can learn to create and express themselves
through movement. We have already forged a partnership with
Joburg Ballet who will run their Cuban Ballet School twice a week
and an open class for beginners once a week. At present,
Sibusiso’s group and Centurion College who are working with the
Forgotten Angle Theatre Collaborative are utilising the space. We
are excited to grow and develop dance programmes for the
Hillbrow community.

Rand Merchant Bank funded a new movie projector for the
Hillbrow Theatre, allowing us to launch the new Bioscope. Every
second Thursday the Theatre space is transformed into a cinema
where participants, families, friends and the Hillbrow community
can experience a range of exciting, thought-provoking and
uplifting films. We launched our Bioscope with what was a most
appropriate film event. Dörte U. Engelkes, German documentary
filmmaker, approached us last year to film in the Hillbrow Theatre.
This year she asked if she could screen a pre-final screening at the
Hillbrow Theatre. The audience, mostly people who appeared in
the film, attended the screening to give final permission and
feedback on how they were represented in the film.
See http://vimeo.com/88330208.

Innovative interaction with material issues
Identity
Through our engagement with Business Arts South Africa mentorship we have explored the “golden thread” linking our
vision to what we do in the “classroom”.

Funding
We have increased funding received for our Inner City High Schools Drama Festival. Our main donors included
Rand Merchant Bank, Department of Arts and Culture, Johannesburg Arts Alive International Festival and Bread
for the World.

Strategy implementation
Finding an organisational strategy that has buy-in from all in the organisation is an ongoing challenge.

Community benefit, relevant projects, stakeholder engagement, social context, education and empowerment
We feel strongly that our projects are relevant and create benefit within our neighbourhood. We not only “fill a gap” but
innovate programmes that enrich the lives of children and youth who reside or attend schools in Hillbrow and the inner
city of Johannesburg.

External partnerships with other organisations in the community
We have engaged new partners and artists to enrich the experience for our participants (e.g. The Donkey Child,
Inner-City High Schools Drama Festival, Eisteddfod Festival).

Performance measurement
We need to develop best practice methodologies to monitor and evaluate our outcomes and impact.

Human resources policy
Our HR policy is in line with that of the Outreach Foundation.
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testimony
Tebogo Tshivhandekano
Tebogo won Best Cameo Role award for her
performance in St Enda’s Secondary School’s
play, Somewhere, at the Inner-City High
Schools Drama Festival 2013. In 2014 she
played the narrator in Passion Hillbrow.
“I first came to Hillbrow Theatre three years ago after Bra
Mike, one of the house’s facilitators, sent out a call to our
school to join the project with previous participants. I had
no previous experience in Theatre. I had recently seen a
Princess Mhlongo production which was held at Hillbrow Theatre and I was curious about the space. I was in
awe when I had the opportunity to walk into this Theatre! I was beside myself; all I kept saying was: Wow I am
finally here!
I live in Soweto with my mother, father and two sisters and I commute daily with taxis to get here. My school is
also in town but their main focus is chess and sports. I find myself applying myself daily with notes taken from the
Theatre work. I think a lot out of the box and find creative solutions in my school work. My confidence has as a
result really increased. The audience in a theatre is amazing at giving you energy if you are also enjoying what you
are doing. They give you the feeling of perfection. My family is so supportive of my participation here that they
are all convinced I should take up drama as a career. I have, through the status principles we apply on stage and
directorship, seen that these also exist in our family units, and I am constantly referring character work to my
interactions with my family. I am the last born and the first to get involved with the Theatre. Through my
participation with the Theatre I have learnt basic life skills. I have learnt about family and how to treat people. I get
a better vision and feeling about how life works than through my academic subjects. My future career will be
based on human interaction and working with ill people as a paramedic. I am so excited for this work and can’t
wait to complete my studies. So through drama I have gained a confidence and a sense of understanding crisis
and facing fear, through the different characters we portray. When I step on stage I am momentarily overcome
with a fear and the character carries me over the fear and I relate to other characters on stage and work with
different dynamics. Hillbrow Theatre Project is so great I would be completely mean if I said they didn’t make me
feel safe. I just know that I have to work really hard to maintain this positive energy and growth. When I am here I
feel completely at home and not far at all. I aspire to be like my facilitators because they give us so much courage
and confidence. With all misunderstandings we work it out together like a strong family. When we are not well
they follow up at our homes, this makes you feel loved.
Sometimes you get tired of being yourself and the stage gives me that. I sometimes wish I could go home with
my characters, but I just take elements of them with me. My most memorable moment was when I portrayed a
drunk person, and I have never been drunk and I did pretty well. My mother got to see a side of me she had
never seen. I enjoy the ownership. I hope more people get access to this theatre and come into our world. We
need more exposure, more shows.”
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case study
The Year of the Donkey
In early 2012, we were approached by
acclaimed actress, director and writer,
Lindiwe Matshikiza, to develop a story she
had written while studying at Rhodes
University. She then raised funding (A big
thank you to the National Arts Council of
South Africa and the Goethe Institute,
Johannesburg) for a group of professional
artists to run a series of introductory
workshops for participants and artists, and a 3 month play development and rehearsal process,
culminating in performances of a new work entitled, The Donkey Child.
The Donkey Child is a multidisciplinary theatre project in which several independent Johannesburgbased artists, Lindiwe Matshikiza (Director), Noluthando Lobese (Designer), Siyabonga Mthembu &
João Orecchia (Musical Direction), Vishanthi Kali and Daniel Buckland (Performance and Movement)
and Siya Makuzeni (Additional Music Contributions) collaborated with children and young people
associated
with the Hillbrow Theatre Project and Keleketla! Library. Over a nine-week period, the group explored
the story’s themes of acceptance, tolerance and cooperation in relation to who they are as individuals
and as a community, using all the skills and resources at their disposal including, dance, circus arts,
experimental sound, choral singing, ventriloquism, puppetry, clowning, and electromagnetism.
The Donkey Child was the result of that process; a warm and theatrically beautiful show, which
inspired us, gave us the idea of developing future residency programmes, brought new audiences
to the Hillbrow Theatre, and created much love!
Thanks to the generous support of Rand Merchant Bank, Assitej South Africa and the inspired
idea of Janet Watts (Client Relationship Manager, Rand Merchant Bank, Tshikululu Social Investments),
The Donkey Child and his four puppeteers attended the National Arts Festival to meet Joey of the
internationally acclaimed production, The War Horse. They spent six days attending performances,
workshops and other events at the Festival, as well as meeting Joey at the official launch of the War
Horse Education Project.
Two of the puppeteers, Bigboy Hadebe and Thabo Sibanda, also had the wonderful opportunity of
performing in a Dutch children’s production, Maarten Mus, at the National Arts Festival’s Assitej
Family Venue.
316 learners from our Inner-City High Schools Drama Festival schools attended The War Horse at
Montecasino in October 2014. 80 of these learners then attended workshops run by The War Horse
Education Project. On the 26th November cast members of The War Horse came to visit the Hillbrow
Theatre and engaged in an exchange of ideas and discussions about the process and performance of
The War Horse.
A most wonderful journey led by The Donkey Child!
Seen on Facebook
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case study
The Donkey Child – told them that we need each
other – no matter what our condition is. Even if
people/friends ridicule you despite one’s
background or lifestyle – we are one and should
be one voice caring and loving everybody.
One of the teachers said that the little boy in her
class was very unfriendly but after seeing the
story about the donkey he realised he should
love and care for his classmates. Like the lady
who gave birth to the donkey – everyone should
be embraced and accepted. Thank you for
allowing our children to be a part of this.
Radha Pillay, Programme Manager, MES Early
Childhood Development
‘An amazing performance by all the people
involved and it’s always beautiful to see young
learners make and create... express with such
grace and have fun in the process. Not every day
is like that in our neighbourhood (Hillbrow and
Joubert Park) but it should be. Salute! to the
Hillbrow Theatre Project and the Donkey Child
Projects for the care and all the open doors and
windows for young kids to learn.’
Keleketla! Library

SHOWCASE: Our hard work pays off
⇒⇒ Naledi Awards

This was for Nomzamo, written and directed by
Gcebile Dlamini in collaboration with her afterschool drama group.
⇒⇒ Malinga sisters opera debut
Nelisiwe, Thobeka and Mfihakalo Malinga
performed in their opera debut as part of Stefan
Louw’s Aria! Opera for Everyone at the
Roodepoort Theatre on 20 June. They have been
selected to be part of the chorus and have been
attending rehearsals once a week.
Over the last two years they had attended
performances as part of the audience
development project – a partnership between
Stefan Louw and the Hillbrow Theatre Project.
⇒⇒ South African National Community Theatre
Association (SANCTA) Festival.
Gcebile’s and Linda’s drama groups presented
adaptations of the high school festival plays at
the South African National Community Theatre
Association (SANCTA) Festival. We achieved the
following awards; Best Sound and Lights, Best
Costume, Best Ensemble, Best Director, Best
Overall Production for Isaro workshopped &
directed by Gcebile Dlamini and Best Actor in a
Supporting Role (Thuthukani Lombo) and Best
Set for Tsamantsi created by Linda Mkhwanazi
and the St Enda’s drama group. Tsamantsi (nine
participants) Isaro (14 participants).

The Hillbrow Theatre Project received a Naledi
Award (Best Community Theatre) on Monday,
17 March at the ceremony at Gold Reef City.
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case study
⇒⇒ National Eisteddfod Academy Young Performer Awards
Our Best Actress and Best Actor award winners from our 9th Inner City High Schools Drama Festival
were entered into this year’s NEA Young Performers. Sanele Zwane went through to the semi-finals
and Bareng Molatjane performed at the finals at the Atterbury Theatre in Pretoria. Our third year in the
finals!
The National Eisteddfod Academy takes great pleasure to invite Bareng Yolande Molatjana and Sanele
Zwane to the semi-final round of the eleventh annual NEA Young Performer Awards to be presented at
the Roodepoort Theatre, on Monday, 5 May 2014.
Only 82 performers (individual and groups) of the initial 1 331 entries that we received have been
invited to the four semi-final rounds. To be one of them is indeed an honourable achievement.
Congratulations!
⇒⇒ Edenvale Acting and Drama Society Festival 2014
Hillbrow Theatre Project presented Isaro, directed by Gcebile Dlamini. Isaro explores the genocide wars
in Rwanda and asks the question – “How do we then begin to identify ourselves and find a sense of
belonging in a foreign land where xenophobia is rife?”
An ambitious and brave decision to do an original script with a dark and tragic theme. A thoughtprovoking topic which, despite its maturity, was well within the scope of these young, talented
performers.
“A thought-provoking piece, which asks the question “Where was the world?” (When the genocide in
Rwanda was taking place?)
Well done :) You came to tell a story (in the true sense of story-telling) and I listened to you. Keep
doing what you are doing – it is true art.
Brilliant play. Remembering 20 years ago – not only celebrating democracy but also remembering the
tragedy of Rwanda. I just loved it – well done to the author.
Corine Broomberg (Adjudicator)
Then when I got an award per adjudicators’ special award, my mind was blown away. I didn’t think I
would get an award for anything. I was so happy and proud of myself…
Tumelo Nkoele (Participant)
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10th Anniversary: Inner-City High Schools Drama Festival
In 2014 the Inner-City High Schools Drama Festival celebrated its
10th festival with a record number of schools and learners taking
part. 367 (210 girls and 157 boys) participants from 33 high
schools took part in 2014.
In all, the festival secured funding from the City of Johannesburg’s
Arts Alive International Festival, Rand Merchant Bank, Department
of Arts and Culture and Soul City. Partners included Constitution
Hill Education Project, Market Theatre Laboratory, Assitej South
Africa and Gauteng Department of Education.
In celebration of our 10th anniversary we created an anniversary
book. This was made possible through the generous support
of the Department of Arts and Culture and Business Arts
South Africa.

The Inner-City High Schools Drama Festival was established in
2005 by the Hillbrow Theatre facilitators to give a platform to new
and original works created by school learners. This theatre event
was established to help promote the arts in the inner-city high
schools and to contribute towards building positive attitudes
within the inner-city community. Through drama and other arts
projects inner-city learners can start to engage and deal with
issues that affect them. The festival is proud to give a platform to
new stories created and performed by the youth who experience
life in the inner city.
The first ever festival was initiated by Linda Michael Mkhwanazi,
Thabang Phakathi, Denny Dube, Qhubani Malinga, Evans Majozi,
and Meluleki Mthembu and a total of six schools took part. These
schools included St Enda’s Secondary School, Centurion College,
Phoenix College, Barnato Park High School, BASA Tutorial
College, Freedom College and Jules High.

testimony
“It changed my life from being a spectator where I used to live in my own corner, but now I have a social life. It
has actually upgraded my standard at school. To tap into my emotions was the best thing I learnt. If you are
doing drama the fresh thing to do is respect, to respect your director and your cast; the important thing is to
know how to speak to your cast and listening to your director or other directors. My director is Shameez and is
like a mother to me. “
Andy Maphoto – Participant
“Let us support Performing Arts and accept that learners are not equally gifted. Drama promotes self-confidence,
self-trust and self-realisation. It plays an important role in the holistic development of the child.
Your efforts are well engraved in participating children’s minds. Keep up the excellent work.”
Eric Nemalumane: Arts and Culture Specialist, Inner City District, Johannesburg; Gauteng Department of
Education
“There are few activities available for children residing in the inner-city and the workshops conducted by Hillbrow
Theatre Project ensure that learners are constructively engaged in meaningful activities.”
Sandesh Moti, Headmaster of St Enda’s Secondary School
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Hillbrow Theatre Project continued
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The Programmes continued

Hill brow
Music
Centre
Inspiring a vibrant Hill brow ... Inspiring creative journeys –
through melody
The Hillbrow Music Centre teaches music to young individuals and offers opportunities to escape into an art world, which
ultimately empowers them. Through self-empowerment, individuals recognise that the world is theirs to explore and
create.

Adding value to our main stakeholders
Outreach Foundation

• Provide a relevant art programme.
• Provide income generation.
• Provide a branding opportunity through appearances, performances and examinations.

Hillbrow community

• Supplement education for youth who do not have access to the arts.
• Improve society through the refinement and grooming of young individuals through music.
• Increase an awareness and appreciation of arts and culture.
• Demonstrate responsible use of funds for music education to the community.
• Show proven benefit to society through music education.

Donors
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Hillbrow Music Centre continued
Building on past achievements – Highlight!
The Hillbrow Music Centre has streamlined its focus on school going students and has collaborated horizontally across disciplines. Live
performances have included the jazz band, marimba band and strings, all playing on the same piece.

Innovative interaction with material issues
Identity
The Music Centre uses music to support and develop the community.

Funding
We acknowledge with gratitude our main donors, SAMRO, Ohlthaver, RMB and Bread for the World.

Strategy implementation
The Hillbrow Music Centre is working towards integrating computer skills into its curriculum via accredited online theory
courses, as a means of serving the organisational strategy of cross-programme participation. The centre continues with
its core focus on school going children while also encouraging older participants to promote and hone their craft by
providing resources for performances. The centre engages with staff, suppliers, beneficiaries and donors via formal and
ad hoc face to face meetings, social media, newsletters and reports. The Music Centre supplements mainstream
education of students and offers support to marginalised and underprivileged individuals.

Community benefit, relevant projects, stakeholder engagement, social context, education and empowerment
The Music Centre provides music tuition to community members as well as an opportunity to take accredited
examinations. The Music Centre employs qualified teachers who are registered with and accredited by the University of
South Africa to teach and enrol students for practical and theory examinations.

External partnerships with other organisations in the community
The Music Centre collaborates with schools in more privileged communities to raise awareness of social inequalities.
Volunteers from the community assist at the Music Centre and local schools provide students.

Performance measurement
The Music Centre monitors both staff and beneficiary attendance through registers. Competitions, eisteddfods and
examinations allow for external feedback on student and staff performance.

Management, policies and systems and internal communication
Monthly staff meetings offer the opportunity for all staff to engage with decisions and policies formulated and proposed
by the Exco team.

Human resources policy
The Music Centre has a low turnover of staff and the teachers and administrator understand their roles and responsibilities.
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testimony
I am Phindulo Julien Muzhambi and I play cello.
I began taking music lessons at the Hillbrow
Community Music Centre in 2005. At that time,
playing a classical music instrument was just for fun
and a reason to avoid partaking in negative street
activities. I did not know that later on, I would love
classical music or that music would change my life
and perspective.
I had a lot of great moments at the Music Centre. To
this day, I still remember how frustrating and
complicated it was to learn theory and how exciting it
was when I finally understood and got Aunt Maggie’s
famous pencil ticks on my theory book. Music requires
a lot of commitment and hard work but at the end, it’s
all worth it. Music showed me what type of a person I
am. It inspired me to work hard to achieve my goals in
life and to want to change my life for the better.
The Hillbrow Community Music Centre taught me how
to play, read and compose music. With their help, I
was accepted to study music at the National School
of the Arts in 2009. From there on, my musical
experience broadened massively. I played for the
school’s orchestra and string quartet until I
matriculated. In 2010, I became a member of the
Johannesburg Youth Orchestra and with them, I
performed in concerts (SA Tattoo/ Grahamstown
Music Festival/and a lot more) that I never imagined I
would be part of. When I matriculated in 2013, I
received a Merit pass from the ABRSM Cello grade 7
music exam. In 2014, I went to Germany where I
worked as a volunteer at the Rotenburger Werke, a
home for people with disabilities for a year. At work, I
helped at the Music Therapy Classes and in my free
time, I studied music at the Kreismusiekschule in
Rotenburg Wümme.
Currently, I am taking cello lessons at the Hillbrow
Community Music Centre and I am still a member of
the Johannesburg Youth orchestra and the Hillbrow
Community Orchestra. In the near future, I plan to
study Environmental sciences and Music.
It it were not for the Lutheran Outreach Foundation’s
Hillbrow Community Music Centre and the teachers,
I probably would not be the person that I am today
nor would I have achieved the things that I have. I am
thankful for the Hillbrow Community Music Centre. It
has not only changed my life but I’m sure it is and will
change the lives of the students that are there now
and the ones that will be there in the future.
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My name is Nhlanhla Xipu and I joined the Music
Centre when I was in grade 5, through a friend of
mine that I met in primary school. I started playing the
recorder at the music school and the marimba,
although what brought me there was there violin, but I
was told that I must start on the other instruments
mentioned above which was, for me, an amazing
experience. At a later stage I finally qualified to learn
the violin with Ute Smyth.
My experience at the music school was the greatest
because I got to meet new people, got to learn music
and I fell in love with this wonderful art we call music.
In the music school we were exposed to a lot of
opportunities that kept us very busy. We performed
almost all over Johannesburg and always did our
annual year-end concerts. I learned a lot of discipline
which has helped me keep sane till today. I personally
think that the music school is a very great place for
children to learn and stay away from the dangerous
streets of Hillbrow.
After finishing primary I went on and studied at John
Orr Technical High School but within that year my dad
discovered the National School of the Arts. I moved to
that school and carried on studying music; studying
the violin with Maria Branco. After matric I received a
bursary from the Free State University to study music.
I am currently studying with the amazing Denise
Sutton.
I think that if it was not for the Music Centre I wouldn’t
be where I am today therefore I believe that through
this music foundation a lot of kids can get an
opportunity to make something of themselves.
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The Programmes continued

Hill brow
Kids’ Week
Inspiring a vibrant Hill brow ... Inspiring creative journeys –
through play
Our pool of committed volunteers is our key asset: These
are the people we can trust in terms of their commitment

towards Kids’ Week and who strengthen Kids’ Week
participation and the programmes offered during the week.

Adding value to our main stakeholders
Outreach Foundation

• Continues to inspire young people from an early age to take life seriously and be aware
of their surroundings
• Supports the Outreach Foundation’s mission of providing a safe space for the children
and volunteers.
• Helps to develop a unique identity for the community due to the types of programmes we offer.

Hillbrow community

• Provides a safe space for the youth in Hillbrow to establish friendships with other children.
• Helps to keep the children within a certain structure of learning and recreation during the
school holidays.
• Provides a platform for the children and youth volunteers to have positive role models as they grow up.

Donors
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Building on past achievements – Highlight!
We have established a team of coordinators that are mainly responsible in organising Kids’ Week under the guidance of a social worker,
who oversees the whole process. There has been stability in terms of team efforts in all the departments of Kids’ Week.

Innovative interaction with material issues
Identity
Kids’ Week has been striving to develop a unique identity as there is an emergence of kids’ initiatives similar
to Kids’ Week.

Funding
We acknowledge with gratitude our main donors, Bread for the World and ELM.

Strategy implementation
During a breakaway session we discussed the strategy and developed goals for both the kids and the volunteers in
terms of how they want to benefit from the programme.

Community benefit, relevant projects, stakeholder engagement, social context, education and empowerment
Kids’ Week is a known programme that has different divisions dealing with educational programmes and artistic
expression; community members still trust us with their children during the school holidays.

External partnerships with other organisations in the community
SANCA CENTRAL has been running awareness campaigns on drugs and their dangers, and housing companies in
Hillbrow allow us to post our advertising posters in their flats.

Performance measurement
We develop an assessment tool that can be used after every Kids’ Week for us to evaluate the volunteers’ commitment
towards Kids’ Week. Volunteers support the programme’s identity and strategy.

Management, policies and systems and internal communication
The identity of the programme depends mostly on the face of the organisation and who leads such an initiative. There
is room to develop the relationship between the beneficiaries/volunteers and the management of the organisation so
that they are able to share their feelings on policy, communication systems and motivation.

Human resources policy
We work mostly with volunteers.

testimony
“Growing up we knew that God could be found in specific places. Never was I told that God is everywhere. My intention when I went
to Kids’ Week was never to experience God, but rather to run around and have fun. In the midst of running around, God showed me
who he is. I was met by something that - even until this day – is extremely difficult trying to put into one word that would make
sense. I saw that the God who spoke everything into existence is a God who is loving, who is willing to accept me as the person that
I am. Never have I in my life felt this much love and never have I ever been in such a presence. From that day that a kid held my
hand and asked me to play with him, I decided to live my life in this presence, in a presence of serving God. A life that allows me to
be who God has ordained me to be. Like I said, I am still finding the right words to put it all in.”
Tuks Tawanda – Volunteer and one of the coordinators for Kids’ Week
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The Programmes continued

Day vision
Youth
Centre
Inspiring a vibrant Hill brow ... Inspiring creative journeys –
through empowerment
The Dayvision Youth Centre operates differently from the
other programmes within the Outreach Foundation. This is
because it is managed and led by young people, and is
flexible in terms of its programme offerings. The Youth
Centre relies mostly on the current affairs issues that are
taking place within the community and addresses these
with the youth.

It also offers programmes that support the educational
achievements of the youth so that they can become
independent in the years to come.

Adding value to our main stakeholders
Outreach Foundation

• Recognised organisation within the inner city, providing educational support to the youth.
• Supports the Outreach Foundation’s mission of providing a safe space for the community.
• Plays a role within the Foundation in ensuring that the participants leave the Outreach Foundation
with a certain skill, be it through engaging with others.

Hillbrow community

• It provides a safe space for the youth in Hillbrow to establish friendships with other youths.
• It helps in building a society that is known to one another, and eliminates the “stranger”
phenomenon amongst the youth.
• Keeps the youth away from social ills that have the potential to make them deviate from
societal norms.

Donors
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• Our programmes are mostly aligned to where most donors would want to contribute, which is
educational support.
• We have gained credibility in the community and this enables access to possible funders/donors.
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Dayvision Youth Centre continued
Building on past achievements – Highlight!
In the past year, the Youth Centre has been striving to develop an educational support programme for the learners in grade 8-12.
This has been a dream that we are still working on with the support of AIESEC-WITS, a student organisation from the University
of the Witwatersrand.

Innovative interaction with material issues
Identity
The Youth Centre has a clear understanding of its identity in relation to the overall direction of the organisation.

Funding
We acknowledge with gratitude our main donors, Bread for the World and ELM.

Strategy implementation
We are on our way to aligning ourselves with the strategy of the overall organisation.

Community benefit, relevant projects, stakeholder engagement, social context, education and empowerment
Our programmes are structured and managed by young people who form part of the community, and this is one of the
principles of community work, to have ownership within the community running the programmes.

External partnerships with other organisations in the community
We have established relations with other community-based organisations and we are now starting to see how our
programmes are contributing to the development and support of the whole community.

Performance measurement
We need consistence in performance reviews within the Youth Centre as there are some youth leaders who are not
committed to the activities of the Centre.

Management, policies and systems and internal communication
There are times where you find that there is internal miscommunication regarding the programmes and general
activities taking place in the Youth Centre. Being a Youth Centre, managing young people, one always has to find
relevancy in their programmes so that you can keep on attracting the participants.
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testimony
Through the support of the Youth Centre, one of our volunteers has managed to secure a
job and was excited to have been part of the Youth Centre leadership team. We are hoping
that she will use all the skills we shared with her to improve her life and always strive for
perfection.
“My name is Billy Dlamini, a youth leader at Dayvision Youth Centre. The past year we have been facilitating
programmes with my fellow leaders in the Youth Centre. We’ve seen the programmes bring in major changes in
relationships between the youth and a new hope for some who face really threatening situations at homes. The
impact it has had on me is to motivate me to want to continue being the agent for change. It has made me more
relational and as a result, I’ve found my passion or rather it has come alive in the midst of my involvement at the
Youth Centre. I have also built deep relationships with two of the youth who were facing some tragic situations
and now I am thinking of furthering my studies in social work to deal with such situations. Also to see these young
people to start enjoying doing their homework and studying as it shows me the effectiveness of the work we do.
It was through the Youth Centre that one of the boys in the Youth Centre was reconciled back to his family after
being rebellious for almost a year and not sleeping at home. Such things have impacted me.”
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Our New Lighthouse: A Beacon of Hope
and Inspiration

Images by Thomas Chapman

From Outreach Foundation our special thanks go to Thomas Chapman from Local Studio for designing and planning the building, to
E4 for constructing, to National Lottery Board for funding the building, and to the following housing companies for funding the open-air
performance deck: Jozi Housing Company, Ithemba Properties, TUHF and Connaught Properties and one anonymous sponsor.
The Outreach Foundation Community Centre: An Urban Collage
By Thomas Chapman, Principal Architect, Local Studio
“You have to think [about urban design] more like a modern artist: that is to think about collage and assemblage…”
Richard Sennet
The Outreach Foundation Community Centre was completed in early 2015, and is one of the first new social infrastructure projects to be
built in Hillbrow since the 1970s. As the architects on this project, we have come to learn that architecture and urban planning need not
be seen as two separate practices. An architectural intervention, however small, can be read as an act of urban design and a piece of
urban collage.
The project is situated within the broader Hillbrow Lutheran Church/Friedenskirche precinct, a site given to the Lutheran Church by
Paul Kruger at the turn of the century. The actual building site is the staggered rooftop of an unfinished community hall built as part of the
German Consulate in the 1970s. The building houses three primary functions: a Computer Centre on Ground Floor, a Dance Studio at
1st Floor and offices and meeting areas at 2nd floor. These functions are collected within an angular volume draped over the two levels of
the site. The building also presents its primary function, which is the Dance Studio to Twist Street through a 12m window. The building is
in and of itself a small piece of urban design, and houses a vertical street (in the form of an open staircase) which leads users from a
central courtyard up to the public roof garden. This roof garden, which was partially funded by housing companies in the area,
complements the building and forms a platform from which users of the centre can interact with the city below.
A satellite intervention also included the construction of a steel bench, which peels off the wall on the opposite side of the street, allowing
pedestrians a view of the dancers while resting on their commute. This was executed before construction of the building was complete,
and thus allowed a comfortable vantage point from which to view construction.
My early architectural education occurred at a time when the inner city seemed to pose too much of a complex challenge for our
teachers, and much of the architecture we were exposed to was situated in rural contexts, quite often in Australia. The preferred
construction systems at the time – explored by architects like Glenn Murcutt and Rick Leplastrier – were innovative in their use of steel
and always seemed to ‘touch the earth lightly’. In practice I have found a great comfort in reflecting this ‘rural’ approach within an urban
context and the majority of our buildings are built in steel. These buildings weigh far less than traditional methodologies and are built in a
much shorter time. The Community Centre in question is one of the first social infrastructure projects in Johannesburg to be built entirely
in Light Steel Frame (LSF) and recently received a commendation at the 2014 South African Institute of Steel Construction Awards.
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testimony
eKhaya Neighbourhood
Think of Hillbrow and you’re more likely to think of a deprived inner city area characterised
by poverty, crime and disadvantage. But the eKhaya Neighbourhood City Improvement
District is changing the perception of Hillbrow… and the reality. The Outreach Foundation
– as a founding member of eKhaya Neighbourhood since 2004 – firmly rooted in the
community, is helping to reverse the decline that has characterised Hillbrow. Their
programmes, projects and social platform offer and delivery of services are a beacon of
hope and excellence within this neighbourhood.
It seems like a long time ago that Hillbrow streets were filled with an air of suspicion,
hostility and fear and the sounds of gunshots were heard all day and night. Now, in 2015 in
an area covering 60 blocks, 15 owners of 32 buildings, together with their tenants, there is
continued and sustained confidence in eKhaya Neighbourhood’s endeavours to improve
and preserve the ‘Safe, Clean & Friendly’ environment essential to make residents,
workers and visitors happy, their businesses work, and preserve the investments made.
The import and value of The Outreach Foundation is reflected by their continued
generosity, participation and support offered in a wide variety of ways in all daily and
special calendar activities within their premises and throughout the neighbourhood. Their
creative and inspiring building additions have raised the awareness of the ‘makeover’ of
Hillbrow and their reach and impact is growing throughout the city. This ‘pearl’ in a
sometimes seemingly chaotic and really very complex environment offers a sanctuary of
peacefulness juxtaposed with the dynamic offer of youthful exuberance evidenced by the
theatrical, dance and music programmes.
The welcoming hospitality afforded to all visitors, clients and beneficiaries to their social
platform facilities reflects true giving and sharing and embodies not only their own values
but also the sustained vitality and robust co-operative spirit of eKhaya Neighbourhood.
The Outreach Foundation is a recognised focal point for innovation in the field of
community development and offers a vibrant platform that both embraces and reflects the
multicultural dynamism of the neighbourhood. We value, and are thankful, that we are able
to work together with such meaningful, committed and invested partners, and know that
their efforts will continue to significantly impact on the vibrancy and richness of the area.
Yael Horowitz
Chairperson of eKhaya Neighbourhood
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Financial Synopsis 2014

“After climbing a great
hil l, one only finds that
there are many more
hil ls to climb”
Nelson Mandela

The audited financial statements of Outreach Foundation for
the past financial year are provided on the next few pages.
The financial year ended 31 December 2014 portrays a solid
and positive financial picture. The financial highlight is
undoubtedly the completion of the Outreach Foundation with
an asset value of R3,2 million.

Analysis of Financial Statements
Revenue from donor based income streams has grown
exceptionally well to over R4,4 million up over R1,8 million
compared to 2013. Also the project and rental income is
growing making the dependency on donor income less
severe. Considering the difficult economic environments,
this is a very good achievement.

Key Financial Challenges
The biggest financial strength for Outreach Foundation is the
loyal support from the two big foreign donors – Bread for the
World and ELM. This is also a potential future risk as more
than 50% of the operational income comes from these two
donors. It is clear that efforts to diversify the income sources
have had positive results but in the long term this will remain a
key strategic objective.
Attracting and retaining competent, committed and
compassionate staff remains a key challenge.
Food, transport and electricity inflation remain big concerns
with increases in basic food items, petrol and electricity tariffs
being well documented.

Operational expenses have subsequently grown to
R4,9 million; which is to be expected considering the nature
of the organisation is to utilise the funding it receives in
providing various community development services.

Closing

Cash reserves are strong at R1,4 million, which is equal to just
over three months’ operational expenditure.

Francois Pienaar
Treasurer

A sincere “thank you” has to go to all donors, employees,
volunteers, associates, suppliers and the community we work
in. With your support we are ready for the next hill.

Exclusions
The financial statements unfortunately exclude non-monetary
donations such as food, clothes, equipment and time
dedicated by volunteers, among others. These gifts in kind
are vital in our service delivery strategy to the poor, and even
these donations qualify for 18A tax benefits.
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Financial Statements
Statement of financial position
as at 31 December 2014

2014

2013

Assets
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment

3 595 524

2 980 566

Current assets
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

132 074
1 404 189

259 986
1 612 446

1 536 263

1 872 432

Total assets

5 131 787

4 852 998

Equity and liabilities
Equity
Reserves
Retained income

413 400
3 841 133

413 400
3 194 712

4 254 533

3 608 112

–

303 144

758 339
118 915

891 757
49 985

877 254

941 742

877 254

1 244 886

5 131 787

4 852 998

Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Conditional Lotto grant
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables
Provisions

Total liabilities
Total equity and liabilities
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Financial statements continued

Detailed income statement
for the year ended 31 December 2014

Revenue
Church
Corporate
Foreign sponsors
Government funding
Individuals
NLDTF

Other income
Rental income
Project income
Interest received

Investment revenue
NLDTF Resource Centre
Expenses
Surplus for the year
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2014

2013

–
901 886
2 695 444
90 000
109 053
650 740

718
247 600
2 220 192
40 000
91 273
–

4 447 123

2 599 783

498 311
258 766
60 482

450 932
175 872
105 039

817 559

731 843

303 144

2 520 209

(4 924 385)

(4 132 428)

643 441

1 719 407
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Integrated Sustainability Solutions (ISS) is a
small, boutique consultancy, having advised
clients on the implementation of
sustainability reporting for more than
20 years.
I believe in a simple, straightforward
approach to integrated sustainability
reporting in organisations: Work with what
you have and build on your existing systems
and capabilities.
ISS can assist you with the:

• sustainability training and capacity building
in your organisation
Multi-disciplinary teams ensure the best
expertise for your specific sustainability
challenges.
Writing this report for the Outreach
Foundation on a pro bono basis has been
an honour. What a pleasure working with a
creative team of people who believe so
strongly in the work they do!

• development of a sustainability strategy
that enhances competitiveness

“To know even one life has breathed easier
because you have lived. This is to have
succeeded.”

• integration of sustainability principles in
your day-to-day business operations

web: www.isreportingsolutions.co.za
email: karien@isreportingsolutions.co.za

• writing of your sustainability report

mobile: 082 962 2368

• assurance of your sustainability report in
line with international standards

WHAT WE DO
We are solutionsdriven and believe that
reporting should add
value to a company
by empowering its
internal and external
stakeholders with
knowledge.

Our services are offered
in-house and combined,
we have a uniquely
integrated value
proposition.
CAPE TOWN

First floor | 98 Dorp Street | Stellenbosch 7600
PO Box 7320 | Stellenbosch 7599 |
TEL +27 87 353 0160 | FAX +27 86 686 2233
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SERVICES
VALUE-ADDED SERVICES
Experts in the field of financial and integrated reporting
regulations, corporate governance, legal and statutory
requirements – we make it our business to be informed
so that we can assist clients in content development
and copywriting.

PRODUCTION
Project managers, desktop publishers, designers and
language practitioners have the expertise and experience to
manage all aspects of producing a report. We also handle
mailing and distribution.

DIGITAL
Web developers and content strategists provide a service
that covers all aspects of online and digital stakeholder
communication.

CORPORATE TRANSACTIONS
Our corporate transaction experts oversee the production
and distribution requirements of prospectuses, circulars,
SENS announcements and newspaper announcements when
our clients are involved in corporate transactions.

JOHANNESBURG

Waterford Office Park | Unit 37 | Waterford Drive |
Fourways | Johannesburg 2191 |
TEL +27 87 354 0536 | FAX +27 86 686 2233
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contact details
Executive Director:
Thomas Wojciechowski
manager@outreachfoundation.co.za

Creative Directors and Programme Leaders:
Boitumelo:
Erica Lüttich
Boitumelo@outreachfoundation.co.za
Hillbrow Computer Centre:
Wiseman Ngobese
computer@outreachfoundation.co.za
Hillbrow Counselling:
Johan Robyn
Counsellor@outreachfoundation.co.za
Hillbrow Theatre Project:
Gerard Bester
hillbrowtheatre@outreachfoundation.co.za
Hillbrow Music Centre:
Sasha Sonnbichler
music@outreachfoundation.co.za
Dayvision Youth Centre and Kids’ Week:
Ethel Munyai
socialworker@outreachfoundation.co.za

Telephone Outreach Foundation: 011 720 7011
www.outreachfoundation.co.za
www.facebook.com/OutreachFoundation
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